The Implications of Complicated Grief for the Sleep
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Abstract
Complicated grief is a situation in which the individual, faced with a loss, does not present adaptive responses in dealing with this stimulus. This study aimed to understand how Complicated Grief may be a factor that may interfere in the sleep process, seeking possible relationships between these two themes. Thus, a review of the literature dealing with complicated grief and the sleep process has been done. It can be observed in cases of Complicated Grief, individuals tended to present problems related to sleep, either alterations in the amount of sleeping hours or greater difficulty in getting to sleep. Further researches are needed to relate Complicated Grief to the sleep process since those are two aspects that can be related.
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1. Introduction
Is grief the price of love? Maybe it is the “cost of commitment”, as Colin Murray Parkes entitles the opening chapter of his seminal work Bereavement. Studies of Grief in Adult Life [1]. But, the experience of mourning is fundamentally human. As close attachment relationships (several times be in love not means be loved reciprocally) are a near-universal human experience, so grief following the permanent loss of such a relationship is a normal part of being human. When it comes to death and mourning, it is natural to think of both as meaning that someone who departs for another plane, and this is the outcome of the whole living being. According to [2], the experience of the death of the other can be
understood by the subject as death itself and the breaking of established bonds. Faced with this, death is also seen as the loss of the connection between one person and another, not only as an organic process, thus, the breaking of a loving relationship, so bonds and affections are broken down, consists in a death and of course grief, process of reorganization to grief. Consequently, grief is a complex process physically and psychologically not only a state. It takes time to work through. Grief is a natural response to a significant loss.

It is denominated grief the consequence to a significant loss in the life of a person and it configures like the process of reestablishment and emotional, cognitive and behavioral adaptation of the person in grief. It is a painful and essentially lonely process. According to [3] the process of grief represents the experiential state that the person suffers after becoming aware of the loss, being a global term to describe the wide range of emotions, experiences, changes and conditions that occur because of the loss. We can define grief as a natural process that consists of a set of normal and expected reactions before the breakup of significant links, usually by the death of another being, and whose function is to provide itself reconstruction, and at the same time, enable the process of adapting to changes [4] [5] [6] point to the process of loss as something totally subjective, which each individual experiences in a certain way. It is up to the professional in the field of mental health, especially for psychologists, to identify such aspects, perceiving the way the individual experiences this process, seeking to work meaningfully with their meanings and difficulties. [7] emphasizes the importance of inter subjectivity as an important element for understanding the grieving process, and this author reports an impossibility of overcoming those losses.

[4] argues that grief is usually come with symptoms such as sadness, depression, lack of interest in the outside world, difficulty in drafting feelings, inhibition of the activities, decreased self-esteem, and the presence of guilt, self-pity and punishment that are considerate bereavement states. [8] points to a possible negativity of the individual in the process of grief. [9] emphasize that in the current scenario many use digital resources to cope with grief, being a place where there is social support, and an environment used to reflect on the relationship that one had with someone who was lacking. There is a wide variety in the expression of feelings, and a space to make private feelings become public. We can see that these manifestations that happen through the Internet can be abroad field for new researchers to explore.

The grief loss can mean also the losing an image that was have of that other person, not having the possibility of a new contact. This loss can cause us to allude to other situations where this also happened. The loss of a loved one and your consequent grief is also one of the most intensely painful of all human experiences [10]. But, the bereavement is a highly disruptive experience that is usually followed by a painful but time-limited period of acute grief that often elicits powerful feelings of anxiety, hopelessness, and sorrow [11]. According to [4]
the greater the attachment to the lost object (which can be a person, animals, stage of life, social status etc.), greater the suffering of grief. In other words, the experience of loss is an unique experience and depends on the meanings of the mourner. Also, according to this author, the greater the loss involved, the greater the mobilization of energy required for shutdown and overcoming the loss.

The intensity of grief and duration of each stage in their preparation, according to the [12] are very particular and will depend on several factors related to each person. But a minority of individuals experience a prolonged and impairing complicated grief, an identifiable syndrome that differs from usual grief, major depression, and other diagnostic entities like as characterized in the [13].

Bereavement is listed in the DSM IV-TR as a DSM V code for additional conditions that may be a focus of clinical attention. The criteria recommend not diagnosing depression related to bereavement until 2 months have passed from the loss but recognize certain symptoms which are not characteristic of a normal grief reaction (including guilt, suicidality, worthlessness, psychomotor retardation, continued severe functional impairment, and persistent hallucinations).

Underlying processes guiding symptoms are not well understood for either usual or Complicated Grief (CG). Thus, for clarification, according to [14] the term bereavement refers to a person’s reaction to a loss by death. Grief is the emotional and/or psychological reaction to a significant loss, not necessarily limited to loss by death. Mourning is the social expression of grief or bereavement and is often influenced by religious beliefs and cultural custom. Complicated Grief, with symptoms such as preoccupation with the deceased, searching, and yearning, is a potential complication of bereavement related to trauma and separation distress. However, the situation of Complicated Grief occurs when recurrent intrusive pangs of grief, persistent yearning and longing for the deceased, intrusive thoughts of death, and avoidance of reminders of the lost individual can be observed [15]-[21].

In this way, in affective-sexual terms, it is considered Complicated Grief (CG), when the functional capacity of the individual is concerned, in such a way that it makes it impossible to resume normal activities, previous to the romantic loss, which can alter some biological mechanisms, such as the circadian clock and sleep, among other physiological rhythms [22] [23]. An article by John Wilson, “The Nature of Complicated Grief,” can be utilized to differentiate complicated grief from normal grief. In this article are some factors that are known to put a griever at increased risk for CG: 1) Death of a child or spouse; 2) Lack of family or social support 3) Issues around how they found out about the death 4) History of anxiety or depression before the loss; 5) The death was violent or traumatic; 6) Long term marriage with a strong dependence on the lost spouse.

Thus, it is necessary to bear in mind that grief alone is already a high-risk factor for physical and mental health and may persist for extended periods of time after loss, resulting in a process of Complicated Grief [24] [25] [26] [27]. Although most individuals can cope with the process of grief and without additional complications [28] [29], others are unable to do so successfully [30] [31];
Although authors such as [35] indicate that bereaved individuals are at greater risk of mental and physical disorders, and the prevention and treatment of Complicated Grief is indicated for such cases, academic literature is incipient both in studying and in dealing with situations involving grief and complicated grief, especially about loss of love.

[36] say that situations as the bereavement can change any biological mechanisms, as the including circadian clock and the sleep and your rhythms [23]. Complementarily, the authors [37] will point out that:

Sleep is actively generated from two mechanisms that regulate the sleep-wake cycle: 1) homeostatic impulse by sleep, i.e. substances that promote sleep; 2) the circadian cycle, regulated by the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus, which promotes arousal. The homeostatic factor refers to increased sleepiness after long periods of wakefulness by the accumulation of adenosine, where as the circadian factor refers to variations in wakefulness and physiological sleep (time, duration and other characteristics) that change cyclically during the day (p. 58).

Although most individuals can normatively address the grieving process without additional complications, others are unable to do so successfully, thus presenting difficulties of emotional regulation to overcome this traumatic event [32]. [38] defines Emotional Regulation as a combination of psychological, physiological, neurochemical, social and behavioral processes, that is, all the intrinsic and extrinsic processes, conscious and unconscious that affect the components of emotion. Complementarily, [39] point out that the process of emotional regulation concerns the activation of processes by which individuals influence what emotions they will have, when they will have them and how they will experience and express those emotions. This process may lead to an increase or decrease of both positive and negative emotions, and may be automatic or controlled, conscious or unconscious [40]. Emotional Regulation can occur in many ways. Thus, one of the most common alternatives is deliberate self-regulation, using conscious cognitive processes. However, it is also possible for the subject to regulate their emotions autonomously, even though this form occurs less frequently. For [41], emotional regulation has a fundamental role in the life of the individual in obtaining quality of life, and more studies are necessary to address this issue due to its importance.

According to [42], these emotional competences can help young people in other contexts such as work, helping in the development of new skills and learning. [43] discuss emotional regulation as the subject’s ability to adapt to the circumstances of the moment by modulating his or her emotions. However [44], defend a multidimensional definition, since Emotional Regulation encompasses, in addition to the modulation of emotional activation, the awareness, understanding and acceptance of emotions, as well as the ability to control behaviors impulsive, appropriate and flexible use of emotional regulation strategies to achieve individual goals and situational requirements. Thus, for these authors,
the inexistence of certain or all aptitudes may be indicative of difficulties in emotional regulation or emotional dysregulation. So, it is concluded that, there are several models of Emotional Regulation that allow different strategies, whether adaptive or maladaptive to overcome certain human difficulties.

There are still few studies dealing with loss that does not involve the question of death, at which point it becomes important to analyze the loss of love and its implications, especially for the issue of sleep. Studies on sleep, since the 1970s, have pointed out that the sleep is often altered after major life events or life transitions, particularly those that are mood disturbing [45] [46]. Sleep, particularly sleep, may remain altered for prolonged periods after excessively negative or protracted stressors, as seen in the case of posttraumatic stress disorder [47].

But is which the price of the love of Bereavement and the Complicated Grief to the Adult Life? This paper is a literature review about this subject pointing one of the consequences of Complicated Grief (CG) especially for sleep criteria.

Sleep functions

By nature, man is a being of many wants and needs. Abraham Maslow was a psychologist of great importance because of his study of human needs. According to Maslow, these needs are organized and available in a hierarchy of prominence composed of: physiological needs, safety, self-fulfillment, social needs, status needs, and esteem. Being the physiological necessities essential to the organism, such as food, water, sleep among others. It can be concluded that as a basic necessity, sleep is fundamental in the life of all of us [48].

Normally, all living beings feels the need to sleep. Normally, we spend about one third of our life sleeping. The sleep is essential for the well functioning of our cognitive abilities. Whatever part of day sometime we reserve to sleep, being long or short. But after all, sleep is produced by exactly what? While there is a completely scientific justification, which is the importance for sleep? Why do we have to disconnect one third of our lives in this reality? What if we did could not sleep? The sleep, almost all mammals or birds can be considered an “useless” accessory from the point of view of the survival of organisms?

Everything indicates that the sleep is very important and the conservation of sleep across all animal species suggests that sleep serves a vital function. In many circumstances sleeping may be a less dangerous choice than roaming around, wasting energy and exposing oneself to predators. Also, if sleep is just one out of a repertoire of available behaviors that is useful without being essential, it is easier to explain why sleep duration varies so much across species [49] [50] [51]. Even so, sleep functions are not restricted only to preservation of a given species, but are related to a broad sort of aspects. According to many authors, the sleep is useful to:

1) Preparation for the next day: Sleep is useful to prepare the body for the next period of wakefulness. For this reason sleep would be the main period of anabolism;

2) Repair and replacement energy: Sleep would be the time to restore the
energetic stocks, depending on spending the previous day. For this reason, we would sleep over the more active we have been yesterday;

3) **Energy balance and metabolic balance**: Integrates the first and the second theories and adds a few things. It seems that during the day the body accumulates metabolites that, when they reach a certain level, indicates the sleep. Some of them metabolites like as serotonin and adenosine;

4) **Feasibility synaptic homeostasis**: Sleep serves to restore synaptic viability after long-term use. According to this theory the ability synaptic saturable and requires a time of quiescence to resume activity. According to this theory, it is possible to exist be possible “local” sleeps. That is, only a part of the brain sleep, which would depending on demand and sleep pressure.

5) **Cognition**: Sleep, particularly REM would be responsible for the consolidation of multiple cognitive processes, especially the long-term memory;

6) **Protection of the species**. The sleep could adapt the animals of a given environment to its ecological position. In this case, this hypothesis does not explain the importance of sleep, but the adaptive importance of adaptive modulative sleep patterns modular. According to this theory, the sleep of predators always will focus on a single period, with episodes quite deep episodes of sleep and in a very specific period. The sleep of preyed is more superficial and fragmented, to be always alert and respond to any danger signal.

**2. Method**

Taking into account that the objective of this work was to identify in the academic literature contents related to the guiding question of this research, which was to identify as a process of amorous grief may be a factor that predisposes to problems related to sleep, a computerized search of the literature, using Bvs Psi indexer data, without date limit until the year 2017, with the terms/keywords: “Complicated Grief”, “sleep problems” and “complicated sleep and grief” and “amorous grief”. The Virtual Health Library—Psychology Brazil or simply (BVS-Psi Brazil) is a reference in Latin America and Brazil in scientific information in quality Psychology, which differs from the set of Internet information sources by complying with selection and quality control criteria, with diverse databases and some with more than 30 years.

This research provided a total of 96 papers. Of these, 83 were excluded from the topic proposed in this study because they refer to literary works, publications as books that are not considered in this study, where the search was restricted only to scientific articles having as descriptors at least two of the searched terms, resulting in 9 references. Of these, thirteen references, all referred to the topic proposed by the article, remembering that for the discussion of the data were included additional references that corroborate directly with the sieves of this study. He took advantage of the intersections between the categories to describe them as categories. We will now comment in detail on our findings.
3. Results

Complicated grief is usually chronic and incapacitating, sharing some symptoms with Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), but the specific constellation of symptoms is unique to this disorder. It is necessary to have an explanation to the Major Depressive Disorder and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder.

In DSM-V, there were two changes relevant to the understanding of the engagement. The first consists in the withdrawal of grief reactions as a criterion of exclusion for the diagnosis of depression and the second; it is included in a session covering what has been termed as “Persistent Complex Bereavement Disorder”. About that point, bereavement needs to be better understood, because it still borderline aspect between which we can consider as “normal” and “pathological”. In any case, the diagnosis of complicated mourning extends, in DSM-5, for one year of persistent symptoms adults and six months among children, with two months for the diagnosis of depression.

Complicated grief and, Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and persistent depressive disorder (Dysthymia) share sadness, weeping, and suicidal thinking. While major depressive disorder and persistent disorder may share depressed mood with persistent complex disorder, the latter is characterized by a focus on loss post-traumatic stress disorder. Individuals who experience grief because of traumatic death may develop both posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and persistent complex mourning disorder. Both conditions can involve intrusive thoughts and avoidance. While intrusions in PTSD focus on the traumatic event, intrusive memories in persistent complex mourning disorder are focused and the content of these thoughts are related to aspects of the relationship with the deceased, including positive aspects of the relationship and distress suffering.

1) The grief experience.

According to [5] is very common for people who have suffered the experience of loss entering into a process of emotional breakdown which can often cause a concussion on mental health and hinder the vital process of development like as lack of sleep. These losses are not necessarily associated with death experience. Authors as [52] [53] and [5], highlight other experiences that involve loss, such as separations between living persons, as family separations, separation of friends, marital health loss arising from the installation of a disease (transient, and especially, chronic diseases), situations loss material possessions loss, between among other possibilities.

Poor sleep quality and insomnia complaints are common in bereaved individuals [54] [55] [56] [57]. In a recent study, we have it was found that clinically significant sleep disturbance also characterizes nearly all CG patients [58]. Sleep disturbance, however, is not currently listed as a formal characteristic of CG and is not directly addressed in CG interventions.

Complicated grief (CG) is a recently redefined condition [59]; Authors as [19] [60] [61] estimated to affect 10% to 20% of bereaved individuals. CG is usually
chronic and disabling, sharing some symptoms with Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), but the specific constellation of symptoms is unique to this disorder [21] [59]. Core CG symptoms include a sense of disbelief regarding the death; anger and bitterness over the death; recurrent pangs of painful emotions with intense yearning and longing for the deceased; and preoccupation with thoughts of the loved one, often including distressing intrusive thoughts related to the death. More generally, poor sleep quality is a risk factor for psychiatric morbidity and mortality [62] [63]. Sleep quality has not been directly evaluated in CG in relation to the presence or absence of comorbid depression or PTSD.

2) Loving Breakup as Grief: Considerations about sleep interference.

Men, during his lifetime, will experience various experiences, including losses and separations. With these losses and separations, the human being enters into a process called grief. As previously stated, it is a painful and solitary process, but it aims at emotional, cognitive and behavioral recovery.

Grief is not only restricted to a loss due to natural death, it also presents as a consequence of any deprivation, be it marital ruptures, city/work change, friendship breaks, among others. It is then understood as an inherent process to the human being. However, society usually configures grief solely as the process of definitive separation, that is, death.

Love relationships are usually grounded and oriented as a sense of belonging, ultimate desire for closeness and interdependence. The affective/loving practice is directly associated with representations that the subjects learn from the relationship with their parents during childhood, thus affective language is learned in the family system [64]. If this first experience of love in childhood is satisfactory, then the subject will learn and put into practice empathy, as well as develop confidence and consequently maturity for their next personal relationships. However, as described by [64]:

In summary, some people have difficulties in dealing with ruptures of love relationships, possibly due to the fact that, in interpersonal experience, they assimilated negative representations about themselves, resulting from experiences of conditional love (or even absence of love) of their criterion people (in this case, parents or caregivers). The assimilation of these negative representations can end up generating depressive states and undermine the subject’s self-esteem, triggering psychological mechanisms (translated by postures, by ways of being-in-the-world) that seek to compensate for the idea of a loss of self-esteem (p. 613).

Even with the high rates of marital separation, literature also does not see it as a loss process to be elaborated, nor does it address the feelings and thoughts of the separated person, limiting only the consequences of that separation [65]. If it is a matter of grief for natural death and mourning due to the breakup of the love relationship, it can be seen that grief for love breakup is more painful than grief for death, for the mourner “buries” his lifemate, the idealized dreams and
expectations are gone.

The process of grief leads to various forms of manifestations ranging from psychological, social, behavioral, affective and physiological with varying duration and proportion [66]. Complementing this idea, according to [67] grief presents various feelings such as anxiety, guilt, anger, hostility, loneliness, frustration, self-recrimination, yearning. Physical symptoms of loss of appetite, sleep disturbances, loss of energy and decreased immune system. Agitation, fatigue, crying, difficulty in relationships, ambivalence, confusion, forgetfulness, feeling of presence of the deceased, slowness of thought and difficulty concentrating are also possible symptoms of grief.

Also, about the sleep interferences can be cited: difficulty getting off to sleep because of intrusive thoughts, restless and disturbed sleep, feeling tired and fatigued, dreams and nightmares about what happened and unpleasant dreams of other frightening thoughts. And what is the importance of these symptoms to the question of complicated mourning? As seen, the quantity and quality of sleep are terribly impaired in traumatic situations such as those involving a diagnosis of complicated grief, especially of a loving nature, since this homeostatic balance is considerably altered. In this sense, improvements in the quality and amount of sleep reappear can be an important reference that can be used as a parameter to verify the resilience of the person in regard to overcoming their loss.

Pain from grief has a validity period to end and its intensity is proportional to the level of attachment that the subject has established with that person or condition. The study of mourning as a process is interesting because several aspects, both individual, social and cultural, as well as personality characteristics of the mourner contribute to their understanding. It is a comorbid process.

For many people, especially in contemporary Western society, not to manifest suffering for love can be considered a betrayal of being loved, in the sense that there is an interpretation that this person was not loved and valued enough by those who should suffer for their absence. [68] shows that there is a kind of loving glamor in loving suffering and that, since ancient times, people have been suffering and being overwhelmed by romantic ruptures. Consequently, realize how much the suffering of love also has its space guaranteed in our romantic western culture.

Regarding the symptoms and feelings previously mentioned, it is important to emphasize that caution is necessary in relation to the diagnosis of depression of the bereaved person. Sadness is not depression. Reactive depression is expected, but intensity and duration, if exacerbated, may indicate pathology. In accordance with what was quoted, [69] complement:

A large number of mourners may present somatic pictures and serious illnesses after the loss, and may constitute a reactive depression or even a more severe picture. The death of a loved one is very stressful for humans. It is known that stressful events are in memory, and can be used as very vivid mental images.
The depressed state, the stress and anxiety generated by the mourning process in possible comorbidity with depression, provoke physical and psychological tension, leads to fatigue and consequently to sleep disturbances. Taking into account that sleep is an essential determinant of the body’s circadian patterns, and its deprivation or alteration disturbs the time of endocrine release and neurotransmitters, it can be observed that the sleep of people who experience mourning situations tends to be of low efficiency. They report that they rarely or never go into deep sleep, which is associated with a sense of renewal and rest. In this way, it can be inferred that during the mourning process, in the most severe cases, sleep can not be considered a restorative and energy repository instrument. However, while this sleep during the depressed state can bring the person down, the lack of chronic sleep can be triggering depression [70].

3) Final considerations

Generally, this study aimed to understand how Complicated Grief may be a factor that may interfere in the sleep process, seeking possible relationships between these two themes. Although we do not know what sleep is, we know it is important, because we know how bad it is to be without it. Therefore, if a grieving person does not sleep, this is the problem. Not sleeping is the problem. The problem is the lack of sleep. Further research can be conducted questioning the relationship between sleep and mourning, and perhaps characterizing it as a criterion in order to differentiate the normal grief of from Complicated Grief. Because as sleep is a modifiable behavior, the study of sleep in individuals with CG may yield important refinements and more effective prevention and therapeutic efforts.

Given the considerations previously made, can understand that sleep is a fundamental process for human functioning. Several organic processes need sleep to happen, and a person who does not sleep can have their health severely affected due to this condition.

During complicated mourning, sleep may suffer changes, the individual almost always reports a greater difficulty sleeping in the period in which he goes through a complicated mourning. However, it is good to know if there are any neurobiological or physiological correlates, and this would be achieved with polysomnography. Some questions that can be raised can be: Is there a decrease in total sleep time, the amount of slow-wave sleep, increased sleep latency or REM, sleep fragmentation? This is particularly important because of a disorder called insomnia of poor perception or psychophysiological insomnia. In this case, the person reports insomnia in the interviews and questionnaires, although the polysomnographic examination demonstrates a perfectly normal and enviable sleep. Therefore, in that case the person for some reason usually related to anxiety depression and guilt, do not notice that they are sleeping normally. Bereaved people can fit that description. Studies that focus on these themes are necessary, and are capable of exploring the questions left in this manuscript, whose main limitation there was not an opportunity to perform, in addition to this bib-
liographic survey for the present article, an experimental research that verified the hypothesis of how much complicated mourning may be involved with sleep abnormalities in quantitative terms and in qualitative terms. Further studies are needed to relate Complicated Grief to the sleep process since these are two aspects that can be related. In this sense, this study that focused on raising the intersection of these research themes can be considered a pioneering study from which researchers and clinicians can take it as a basis to base their daily and experimental clinical observations.
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